A certain function is introduced which is useful in the study of a bundle-like foliation on a Riemannian manifold. Under the assumption that the leaves are totally geodesic, the Laplacian of this function is computed along a leaf. From this computation a sufficient condition is provided for the ambient manifold to be locally isometric to a product.
The principal result of this paper, Theorem 4.1, provides sufficient conditions for a compact foliated manifold which admits a bundle-like metric to be locally isometric to a product. The idea is to consider a function, /, defined on all of the ambient manifold and use the fact, that, under certain conditions, / is subharmonic when regarded as a function along a leaf. In §1 we recall the basic definitions needed in the remaining sections. §2 contains a technical result, and §3 gives the formula for the Laplacian of/along a leaf.
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1. The fundamental tensor. Let M be a C00 differentiable manifold, which throughout this paper is assumed to be connected and complete. Assume M has a codimension q foliation which is denoted by T. Then this foliation may be defined by a maximal family of C°° submersions/,: t/" -> Rq where {Ua}afEA is an open cover of M, and where for each p E Ua n Up there is a local C°° diffeomorphism, </>£,, of Rq so that^ = $¡¡a ° fa in some neighborhood Upofp. Up may be chosen so that it is in Ua n Uß. In fact, if p' E Ua n Up, <#./" = ^ on f(Up n Up.) and tfa = fa ° <bpa whenever this equation makes sense (see [6, pp. 2-3] ). Observe that a tangent vector F belongs to the tangent space of the distribution at p, "ip, if and only iffa,pV -0 or FGker/a,p. Now fix a Riemannian metric ( , ) on M and let V denote its Levi-Civita connection. Then the metric ( , ) determines an orthogonal distribution to Y which we denote by %. Following [8] we define two tensors T and A on M as follows: (1) TEF=Yv^E%F+%y^EYF, We conclude X is fß basic on Ua D Uß since we worked on an arbitrary L. Notice that we have not made any assumption that the metric ( , ) is bundle-like. We have established the following result. for all V, W tangent to the leaf on the given plaque. This result is more or less known [1] , but our proof uses the equations of [8] .
To begin, note The second equality uses the definition of A, the fact that V and W are vertical, and that % v y X = A XV for basic vector fields. Since A is alternating on horizontal vector fields and A%E is skew-symmetric, we get (7) and (9) and using a
Bianchi identity, we obtain (c) Whenever 2, r is used, we allow the indices to run through all of the permitted values.
In this section we study the function ( 
1) S(P)=1(AXXJ,AXXJ), ij
where {X¡}x<¡<q is an orthonormal frame at p for the horizontal space %p, and where, as before, A denotes the integrability tensor. The same assumptions made in §2 obtain here: ( , ) is bundle-like and T = 0. We note that our definition of f(p) does not depend on the choice of frame at p. If {Yk} is related to the frame {X¡} by an orthogonal transformation of %p, then 2 (AYYl,AYYl)= 2 (AxXj,AxXj).
We omit this routine computation. Our goal is to study the Laplacian of/on a leaf, Aleaf /, and to try to compute it in some reasonable way. Let {Vr}x^r^"_? be a family of vertical vector fields orthonormal at p satisfying (v vVr)(p) = 0. Then by Spivak [10, p. 194] , for instance, (*!«*/)(/») = (2 w)o>).
Likewise, we choose a family of horizontal/" basic vector fields {A^}, orthonormal at and near/? G M, which are/". related to vector fields {X%} on fa(Ua) and where 1 < k < q in both cases. We have (2) VJ= lVr(AxXJ,AxXJ)=2 2(vK(AxXJ),AxXJ)
• Proof. The result follows immediately from the definition of the Ricci tensor. Remark 3.2. A nice formula for (A/)(/?) where A/denotes the Laplacian of /on M can be computed. Results of this kind will be discussed elsewhere. 4 . A geometric application. We are now in a position to state our main theorem as an application of the work of § §2 and 3. As before, % = Y1 E TM. Proof. 1 We follow the reasoning in [11] . Since M is compact, f(x) = ?.jj{\AxXj, AxXj) attains a maximum at some p EM' and so / is bounded on each leaf of Y. Suppose L is the leaf on which / attains its maximum. Since SXeii(W, W) < 0 for all vertical W, we have by Proposition 3.1 that Aleaf /> 0, so/is subharmonic on L. Recall the formula given in 3.1 : To conclude the proof we note that since °\f and % are both integrable, locally M is diffeomorphic to the product of a connected open set of a leaf of °Vand a connected open set of a leaf of %. Call these open sets F and J, respectively. We may choose F and J so that F X J C Ua where Ua is one of the open sets of §1. Recalling that fa: Ua -fa(Ua), we note that for each z E F, fa, when restricted to z X /, is bijective onto its image. Restricting fa to F X J we have a Riemannian submersion onto its image with totally geodesic fibers and complementary distribution integrable (T = 0 and A = 0). These two conditions are precisely the conditions for the total space of a Riemannian submersion which has the structure of a fibered space to be a local Riemannian product by 6.4 and 6.5 of [7] . Since F X J is already diffeomorphic to a product we conclude it is isometric to a product. Hence, M is locally isometric to F X y or M is a local Riemannian product. Example 4.2. Consider R3 with the standard axes. Choose a family of parallel planes each of which makes an angle a (a irrational) with the (x, y,0) plane so that the plane passing through (0,0,0) contains the x axis. This construction gives a foliation of R3 by the family of parallel planes. Now say (x, y, z) ~ (x', y', z') if and only if x -x', y -y' and z -z' are all integers. The relation ~ induces an equivalence on R3. We observe that (x, y, z) and (x1, y', z') both in the same plane of the foliation are equivalent if and only ify-y',z -z' and x -x' is an integer.
Put the following metric on R3. The leaves of the foliation (the planes which cut the xy plane and which are either parallel to the x axis or contain it) are equipped with the hyperbolic metric of constant curvature -1. Any line orthogonal to the plane of the foliation is given the usual Euclidean metric. Thus, we get a product metric on R3. ~ preserves the metric so R3 -* R3/~ = T3 is an isometric covering. The images of the planes in R3 described above are dense leaves in T3, so we have a codimension one foliation of T3. Take M = S] X T3 where S1 has the usual metric and T3 has the metric given above. Each point p E M still passes through one and only one two-dimensional leaf. Obviously, the distribution complementary to the leaves is integrable and both distributions are totally geodesic since they arise from a local product structure [4, Proposition 1.3].
